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The Berlin campaign is a series of games played in sequence. 
Rather than scoring each game individually, the player is 
scored on the entire sequence.

Players can choose two campaigns to play: the Short 
Campaign, representing one month, and the Long Campaign, 
representing the Battle of Berlin.

18.0.1 ADVANCED RULES
Use the Bad Weather rules [12.1.1] when playing either 
campaign. Also use the moon rules [12.1.2].

Use of the Alternative Bomb Loads rule [12.3] is 
recommended.

18.0.2 THE RAID MONTH
DESIGN NOTE: For the period covered by the Berlin scenario, 
Bomber Command flew on average eight major raids a month, 
usually in the period where there was the least moon.

A raid month comprises eight games played consecutively. 
Each game is a ‘raid night’.

Roll for moon [12.1.2] only on the first and last raid night of 
each month. Otherwise there is no moon. (EXCEPTION: see 
18.2.3.)

18.0.3 PEENEMÜNDE
The Peenemünde target selection chit may not be used in 
either campaign. Remove it from play.

18.0.4 CARDS
Once each game, when setting up, each player may expend 3 
VP to purchase one card (i.e. 3 VP are subtracted from those 
he gains that game). He can pick the card from the deck, 
before shuffling and drawing eight cards as normal (to make 
a hand of nine). Four cards must be discarded, instead of 
three, to make the initial hand of five [3.7]. 

The British player may only purchase Bombing cards. The 
German player may only purchase Electronic Warfare cards.

1 8 . 1  T h e  S h o r t  C a m p a i g n
In the Short Campaign players play eight Berlin games, 
representing a single month of raids.

18.1.1 TARGET SELECTION
Rather than pick randomly, the British player can select 
whatever target selection chit he wishes for a raid. 
(EXCEPTION: Constraints on selection can be found in 
rules 18.1.2 and 18.1.3.) Target selection chits, when picked, 
cannot be picked again for any raid night later that month. 
Remove the chit from play.

PLAY NOTE: The distribution of chits limits the maximum 
number of times a target appears in a month, though also see 
18.1.3.

18.1.2 MINIMUM TARGET VP
The British player must ensure by the end of the campaign 
that the total VP value of all the target chits picked in the 
month is not less than 59.

EXAMPLE: Historically, in the month of September 1943, 
Bomber Command attacked Berlin (twice), Mannheim (twice), 
München, Hannover (twice) and Bochum. The total VP printed 
on the target selection chits for these targets comes to exactly 59.

18.1.3 BERLIN
The British player must select Berlin as his Main Force target 
at least once in the campaign and no more than four times.

Each subsequent Main Force attack on Berlin after the first 
awards the British player 2 bonus VP. (This does not count 
towards the minimum target VP [18.1.2].)

EXAMPLE: The British player launches 3 Berlin raids in the 
month. He gets 4 bonus VP for doing so.

18.1.4 SHORT CAMPAIGN SCORING
At the end of the month total the VPs from all raid nights and 
check against the following table to get the campaign result:

VP Total Victory Level Average

+79 or less German Major Victory < 10

+80 to +95 German Victory 10

+96 to +127 Draw 12

+128 to +143 British Victory 16

+144 or more British Major Victory 18

DESIGN NOTE: The average value listed in the right column is 
for reference only and is the average VP required per raid night to 
achieve that victory level.

Victory levels can be interpreted as follows:

German Major Victory. Major losses inflicted by the 
Nachtjagd on the ‘Terror Flyers’ have resulted in a halt 
on long-ranged operations. Hard questions are being 
asked about Air Marshal Harris’s strategy, as well as about 
failures in equipment and doctrine.

German Victory. The Nachtjagd has been ascendant, 
inflicting grinding losses on Bomber Command. The rate 
of loss is unsustainable and the British must improve their 
doctrine and equipment, or risk falling into a fatal spiral 
of decline.

Draw. A bloody fight between bombers and fighters has 
proven inconclusive. A belligerent Harris seems prepared 
to continue battling it out over the winter.

British Victory. Bomber Command is gaining the upper 
hand, seemingly able to pummel cities while taking 
acceptable losses. Harris predicts a German surrender in 
the Spring of 1944.

British Major Victory. Air Marshal Harris is triumphant, 
claiming cities have been ‘wrecked from end to end’ at 
little cost to his men and machines. A shaken Hermann 
Göring visits sites of devastation where civilian survivors 
call him ‘Meier’ to his face. There are no arrests.



1 8 . 2  T h e  L o n g  C a m p a i g n
In the Long Campaign players play forty Berlin games, or five 
raid months, representing the Battle of Berlin.

DESIGN NOTE: The first month of the campaign is intended to 
be November 1943 and the final month is intended to be March 
1944.

18.2.1 TARGET SELECTION
Rather than pick randomly, the British player can select 
whatever target selection chit he wishes for a raid. Target 
selection chits, when picked, cannot be picked again for any 
raid night later in that campaign. Remove the chit from play.

18.2.2 ENVIRONMENT
Determine weather, visibility, twilight and moon before selecting 
the target for a raid night [3.4.1, 3.4.4, 3.4.5, 12.1.2]. (Also 
roll for tail wind [12.1.3] if that advanced rule is in play.)

On the second and subsequent raid night of the campaign, 
when rolling for good or bad weather [12.1.1] apply the 
following modifiers to the die roll:

 -1 The weather the previous raid night had two Weather 
markers with crosses appear.

 +1 The weather the previous raid night was good.

18.2.3 SHORT NIGHTS
DESIGN NOTE: These rules depict the shortening nights that 
reduced the safe windows for raids to fly in and which soon made 
long-range raids untenable.

The following rules apply only to the fifth and final month of 
the campaign (i.e. March 1944).

When rolling for twilight [3.4.5] add nine to the die roll 
instead of ten in the first four raid nights of the month and 
add eight in the last four raid nights.

Instead of the first and last night of the month [18.0.2] roll for 
Moon on the first two and last two raid nights of the month. 
Roll on the following table:

2-8 No Moon

9-10 Moonrise

11-12 Moonset

18.2.4 BERLIN
DESIGN NOTE: Air Marshal Harris boasted that he could wreck 
Berlin end-to-end if given the opportunity. His aircrews, however, 
tended to get a little windy if they went to the Big City too often.

The British player must select all twelve Berlin target selection 
chits at some point during the campaign. He forfeits the 
campaign if he does not use up all the chits before the end.

The third time Berlin is selected in a raid month add 2 to the 
error value of the Main Force bombing. The fourth time in a 
raid month add 4 to the error value; the fifth time add 6, and 
so on, increasing the error by 2 each time. When a new raid 
month begins, start over again so that the first two Berlin raids 
have no penalty, the third has an error of 2, and so on.

18.2.5 LONG CAMPAIGN SCORING
At the end of forty raid nights (five raid months) total the VPs 
from all raid nights and check against the following table to 
get the campaign result:

VP Total Victory Level Average

+439 or less German Major Victory < 11

+440 to +499 German Victory 11

+500 to +619 Draw 12.5

+620 to +679 British Victory 15.5

+680 or more British Major Victory 17

DESIGN NOTE: The average value listed in the right column is 
for reference only and is the average VP required per raid night to 
achieve that victory level.

Victory levels can be interpreted as follows:

German Major Victory. Horrendous losses and poor 
bombing results have resulted in Air Marshal Harris’s 
removal from command and the cessation of the Berlin 
campaign. The concept of the combined bomber offensive 
is called into question, and though its momentum cannot 
be halted, some of the resources devoted to strategic 
bombing are shifted elsewhere in anticipation of the 
coming invasion of Europe.

German Victory. (Historical Result) The Battle of Berlin 
has failed to wreck the manufacturing centre of the Reich. 
Instead, this obsessive pounding of the city allowed the 
Nachtjagd to inflict an unacceptable toll on Bomber 
Command, the losses exposing many weaknesses and 
preventing any expansion of its strength.

With winter nights shortening, Air Marshal Harris must 
call off his campaign and focus on developing new 
doctrine for the support of bomber operations. He will 
soon be diverted by preparations for the summer invasion 
of Europe, operations that will permit his command to 
recover and devise new precision bombing techniques.

Draw. As the spring approaches the nights shorten, putting 
Berlin increasingly out of range of Harris’s bombers. The 
Battle of Berlin has ground to an inconclusive end, with 
serious damage done to the Reich’s manufacturing but at 
enormous cost to the attackers. The Nachtjagd has greatly 
improved its fighting effectiveness, but the British are 
preparing to unleash their bomber support operations, 
with 100 Group at the tip of the spear, that will tilt the 
balance against the defenders.

British Victory. The British have pummelled Berlin and 
other manufacturing centres of the Reich. Losses have 
been light enough that Bomber Command has grown 
stronger in the face of declining Nachtjagd performance. 
In Berlin there are sackings in the Luftwaffe leadership, 
with Generalleutnant ‘Beppo’ Schmid the first to feel the 
axe. As invasion looms and all around crumbles even more 
precious resources are demanded for Reich air defence.

British Major Victory. Air Marshal Harris is triumphant, 
claiming Berlin is now a ruin. Bomber Command is far 
stronger than at the start of the campaign. Hermann 
Göring faces censure from the Führer that no shifting of 
blame can protect him from. Both the Reichsmarschall 
and the Nachtjagd are a laughing-stock, publicly perceived 
as hapless inepts unable to do much of anything against 
the indomitable ‘Terror Fliers’.


